Strange Objects Quiz

1. What were Steven and his classmates doing when Steven found the 'cannibal pot'?
2. Who was given responsibility for analysing the artefacts found by Steven?
3. What was inside the leather wallet found with the cannibal pot?
4. Name the two castaways from the Batavia wreck.
5. Where was Steven’s secret place?
6. What was the recurring dream about that Steven began having after finding the cannibal pot?
7. What did the castaways make from the wreckage of their boat?
8. What happened to the pup that the castaways had with them?
9. How did Ela come to arrive on the Australian mainland?
10. Which of the castaways’ possessions disturbed the Aboriginal men who found them?
11. What was the ‘Life Frame’?
12. Where was the Aboriginal mission located?
13. How did the castaways come to meet Ela?
14. Why were Steven, Kratz and Charlie heading north to the ranges?
15. What was painted on the cave walls?
16. Why did Steven hit Charlie Sunrise?
17. Why were the Aboriginal people pleased to find the whale carcass?
18. Whose hand are we led to believe was in the cannibal pot?
19. Why did Kratz get in trouble for rushing Charlie Sunrise to hospital?
20. What was unusual about Steven’s return from the ranges?